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Dedication

To Our Glorious Brothers of Light ever waiting to answer our call.
In this rather unusual little booklet you will discover the most famous and legendary of all the ancient Latin spells, chants, invocations, ceremonies and incantations. Along with these better known magickal formulae will be found an assortment of original methods designed by the author which employ the strange properties latent within this ancient language — called here, the Language of Magick. These “new” magickal formulae are unique to this grimoire. These are the secrets of genuine ancient magick, and their powers can be amazing to both magician and novice alike. Simply and automatically, your every dream — be it for good or evil — could become a reality.

As with any form of magical formula, speak the words aloud in a firm tone of voice. If you are unsure of how to pronounce a certain word, then refer to the Pronunciation Guide, and practice each word until you can say it clearly and decisively. You will be evoking ancient supernatural forces
to fulfill an unspoken desire, and They will obey a firm master.

These ancient spells and rituals were once secret and known only to a few select individuals, and as such should be treated with the respect that they deserve. You must never divulge them to a non-believer.

What is the Language of Magick?
You already know the answer to that question. The Language of Magick is the name I have given to that classical language — Latin. But what makes it magick and so powerful is the fact that 1) it is the language most commonly used by a magician of the Middle Ages, and 2) the advantage of reciting incantations and the like in a language totally alien to the one you normally use is great, for it gives a certain "mystique" to the proceedings and a sense of disassociation with the every-day world. All of which equals a greater chance of success when attempting the magickal manipulation of events.

The Importance of Faith
Believe in the powers associated with the magickal formulae contained in this grimoire. Know that they are blessed with the potential to bring every desire to pass. Never for a moment doubt the efficacy of magical chants or incantations. Doubt is tantamount to slamming the door to happiness in your face.

The Importance of Secrecy
Until you have achieved your every goal and desire, keep the fact that you are using the Language of Magick a closely guarded secret. Telling others, be they so-called friends or not, will only bring ridicule and humiliation along with alienation from social activities. Keep your mouth shut.
The Importance of Desire
A strong emotional desire for the attaining of a specific and worthwhile goal is vital at all times for the successful implementation of magick into one’s life. Strong desire generates a magickal power all its own.

SOME THINGS THE LANGUAGE OF MAGICK CAN HELP YOU TO ACHIEVE IN LIFE
You can use the Language of Magick to generate around your mind and body an extremely powerful protective force which can effectively repel any and all of the varied occult forces and energies which can threaten your personal safety, and peace of mind.

Each new day will become a happy and fulfilling experience when you once surround yourself with this ancient protective force. Simply have faith and believe that this power will protect you, and it most assuredly shall — in more ways than one.

The Language of Magick can become a giant money magnet with which to draw to you an almost instant flow of cash to meet all of your financial desires. How will this money appear? The simple answer to that is, in an infinite variety of ways. It will be different for each individual person. A lottery of Pools win. An unexpected promotion at work bringing with it an increased pay docket. An unlooked for inheritance. Money owed to you is suddenly repaid. A well-paying job is offered to you. You find the money in a wallet dropped on sidewalk. You are suddenly filled with an urge to create or invent something which can bring you the desired sum of money. The money can come in any number of ways for you to see, feel and spend.

LATIN MAGICK MADE SIMPLE
Many of you are no doubt feeling just a wee bit intimidated at
the prospect of having to get your tongues around the Latin words forming the essence of an individual chant, etc, covering your own desires. Well, fear not. On the next page will be found the Pronunciation Guide to the correct pronunciation of vowels and so forth, couple this with the fact that 98% of the words comprising the magickal formulae are really very easy to pronounce, and you’re left with easy to perform Latin chants, invocations and incantations. I’m sure that with just a little practice, you will be speaking Latin as if it were the most natural thing to do.

**PRONUNCIATION GUIDE**

**Vowels:**

- Short (a) is pronounced as (a) in the word cat
- Long (á) is pronounced as (a) in the word father
- Short (e) is pronounced as (e) in the word den
- Long (é) is pronounced as (ay) in the word ray
- Short (i) is pronounced as (i) in the word pin
- Long (í) is pronounced as (ee) in the word seen
- Short (o) is pronounced as (o) in the word mob
- Long (ó) is pronounced as (o) in the word rode
- Short (u) is pronounced as (u) in the word pull
- Long (ú) is pronounced as (oo) in the word tool

**Diphthongs:**

- ae is pronounced as (y) in the word fry
- au is pronounced as (ow) in the word down
- ei is pronounced as (ayee) in the word payee
- eu is pronounced as (ay-oo) the accent being on the first sound
- oe is pronounced as (oy) in the word boy
- ui is pronounced as (oui) as in the name Louis
Consonants:

- b is pronounced as in English
- bs is pronounced as (ps) in the word lapse
- bt is pronounced as (pt) in the word rapt
- c is pronounced as (c) in the word car
- ch is pronounced as (ch) in the word sepulchre
- d is pronounced as in English
- f is pronounced as in English
- g is pronounced as (g) in the word go
- h is pronounced as (h) in the word has (faintly)
- k is pronounced as in English
- l is pronounced as (l) in the word less
- m is pronounced as (m) in the word mid
- n is pronounced as in English
- ng is pronounced as (ng) in the word anger
- p is pronounced as (p) in the word rapt
- ph is pronounced as (p) in the word pill
- qu is pronounced as (qu) in the word quite
- r is pronounced as (r) in the word bra
- s is pronounced as (s) in the word mister
- t is pronounced as (t) in the word stay
- th is pronounced as (t) in the word stake
- v is pronounced as (w) in the word win
- x is pronounced as (ks, not gs)
- z is pronounced as (z) in the word zero

Accent falls on the second last syllable of a word if the syllable is long, or on the third last syllable if the second last syllable is short.

If the foregoing lesson in the correct pronunciation of Latin has left you feeling worse than when you began, fear not.
The foregoing is helpful — but it is not essential!

Does that statement amaze you? It shouldn’t really, for we are dealing with the world of magick and intuition. Think about that last word for a moment.

Intuition. What does it stand for? What does it represent? Put as simply as possible, intuition is following one’s ‘feelings’ regardless of how bizarre or contrary to popular belief they might be. Which means to you dear reader, that you should let your own intuition guide you to the correct pronunciation of the Latin words and sentences found within the pages of this grimoire. The only requirement is that you remain fully aware of why you are reciting the Latin conjuration and what it is you hope to achieve with it. In this way, you’re retaining the magical ‘essence’ of the conjuration.
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LATIN CHANTS, SPELLS, CONJURATIONS, INCANTATIONS AND INVOCATIONS FOR BETTER LIVING

THE MOON/SUN CONJURATION TO BRING FULFILLMENT OF WISHES

Should you find that your own particular desire or desires not clearly defined by one of the magickal formulae contained in this grimoire, then the following Language of Magick technique, based on ancient beliefs, is ideally suited to this situation.

Proceed as follows:
1. Decide on what it is you desire above all else in the world.
2. Gaze steadily at the bright face of a full moon and say
aloud your desire, beginning with the words: "Lúna, ego expetere——.

3. Retire to bed with a feeling of happy expectancy for the desired results. Expectancy is half the magick of success.

4. Next day, with both eyes closed, turn your face towards the sun and repeat your desire, beginning with the words: "Sol, ego expetere——.

5. Go about your business, again with a happy feeling of expectancy.

6. Perform the entire ritual during the period of every full moon.

7. Repeat as often as necessary.

You now have the potential of working genuine ancient magick in your life. The Moon/Sun Conjuration calls upon the spirits of both the sun and the moon, governing both material and emotional desires respectively for help in one’s affairs.

Note: This particular Language of Magick technique can only be implemented during the course of a full moon, for it is only at this time that the Spirit Force associated with the moon responds to a mortal’s plea for help. Once the full moon has passed, the evil spirits from the dark side of the moon awaken, and will only respond to the evocations of a Black Magician.

The spirits of the sun are, of course, always ready to answer our call for help and guidance.

**ANCIENT LATIN SPELL AGAINST BLACK MAGICK AND WITCHCRAFT**

This particular spell can be used in conjunction with the Chant to Repel Evil Spirits given later, or used alone. Inscribe on a small piece of paper the following ancient magickal formula from the Middle Ages:
I.

N. I. R.

I.

SANCTUS SPIRITUS

I.

N. I. R.

I.

Fold the piece of paper and carry on your person at all times.

CHARM TO ATTRACT GOOD FORTUNE

Another ancient Latin ritual involving the writing of a magical formula on a piece of plain white paper is this one designed to bring good luck and good fortune. During the third hour after the sun has set, on the first Thursday of a full moon write the following on a small piece of paper:


Fold the piece of paper in such a way that the magickal formula is hidden and carry on your person at all times. Use this particular charm for greater luck in gambling and all speculative ventures.
THE MONEY SATURATION RITUAL

You would, I am sure, be surprised at the high number of potential fortune-making ideas and schemes which have been dismissed from your mind because of a misguided belief that you as a person did not have the ability or capability to make them viable.

The only way to succeed in this highly competitive world of ours is to be bold enough to take advantage of opportunities — however bizarre they might seem — as and when they appear in your life.

The Money Saturation Ritual can provide you with potential money making ideas, it is then up to you to put these sometimes strange — but at the same time, original — inventions and ideas to work and practice.

Proceed as follows:
1. Sit in a comfortable chair.
2. Dim the lights, and take the phone off the hook.
3. Close your eyes.
4. Take five deep breaths to help you to relax. As you exhale, feel your body slipping into a deep state of total relaxation.
5. Give yourself the mental command that this ritual can provide you with ways in which to make money.
6. Next, visualize a blank white screen in your mind and imagine that there are three columns of the Latin word “pecúnia”, meaning money, printed in capital letters, passing ever upward past your mind’s eye like this:

```
PECUNIA   PECUNIA   PECUNIA
PECUNIA   PECUNIA   PECUNIA
PECUNIA   PECUNIA   PECUNIA
```
7. Continue the visualization process for five minutes.
8. End session and repeat as necessary.

The ritual can — quite literally — saturate your mind with money making ideas, any number of which can be your personal passport to financial liberation.

A variation of the foregoing ritual is to simply sit in a comfortable chair, hands resting palms up in your lap, and chant pecúnia (pronounced PEH-COOH-KNEE-AH) over and over for a full five minutes each and every day.

**USING THE CREATIVE POWER OF LATIN MAGNETISM FOR THE MATERIALIZATION OF DESIRES**

Every material object in the world today first existed as a mental blueprint (desire) in someone's mind. This person then did a very important thing, he proceeded to materialize this psychic blueprint via the simple act of writing his own ideas down — at which point, the secret dream began the actual process of materializing into the physical and tangible world of matter.

Mental desire becomes physical reality when you once express — and specify — your desires in this way. Latin Magnetism Magick could help you to realise all of your material desires.

Television, radio, ships and aircraft first existed as an invisible mental blueprint in someone's mind before appearing as a form of solid matter. By focusing magickal energy — in this case, Latin Magnetism — on a specific set of material desires, you can cause the mind images to take on a tangible reality bringing happiness and enjoyment into your life.

The first, and most important, step in using the motivating force of Latin Magnetism for the realization of material desires
is to write down on a blank piece of paper exactly seven things of beauty, fun and enjoyment you would like to have appear in your life. Write each item on your list exactly seven times.

Seven is an extremely powerful number in the occult — symbolizing, as it does, the releasing of the Kundalini Force of the Seven Sacred Chakras located throughout the body’s own central nervous system.

Each of your seven desires must be prefixed with the Latin word “evenire”, which means materialize, so as to focus the creative power of Latin Magnetism Magick on your every desire.

Your list might look something like this:

Seven things of fun and enjoyment that I would very much like to own.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evenire a new car</th>
<th>Evenire a new home</th>
<th>Evenire a new color TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a new car</td>
<td>Evenire a new home</td>
<td>Evenire a new color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenire a stereo system</td>
<td>Evenire a ring</td>
<td>Evenire a new fur coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step after having externalized your inner desires via expressing them in writing is to read through the list exactly seven times, seven times each day — being sure to read the list just prior to the onset of sleep, for this will help the materialization and attune the higher psychic mind centres
and the Kundalini Force of the Seven Sacred Chakras to the creative power of Latin Materialization Magick. This in turn will cause a heightening and strengthening of your own latent psycho-occult powers which will bring your desires to pass.

As each individual desire is fulfilled, create a new list of your desires until each one has materialized for you to see, feel, touch, and most important of all — possess.

The third and final step in the materialization process is to sit in a relaxed and passive state for at least fifteen minutes each day and visualize in your mind as having all the things listed already in your possession.

Example: — See yourself with that attractive new lover. See yourself in that profitable new career. See yourself driving that brand new car. See yourself living in that lovely new home. See yourself wearing those stylish new clothes.

Note: It is important that the mind images are vivid and rich in detail, as this will help to stir the creative power of Latin word èvenire (pronounced AYH-WHEN-EEH-ARE) over and over again for every fifteen minutes.

This then is the simple three-step-action plan for using ancient Latin chants and magickal powers for the materialization of desires into solid and tangible reality.

I have used this method successfully a number of times, and know that it works.

The three different magick power methods as described above can all be used to bring money and material possessions into your life and the success or failure of any one of them will be in direct proportion to the amount of — or lack of — genuine faith and belief which you have in their power to bring results.

Attracting money can be as easy as 1-2-3 when you once
release, and control, the ancient powers of magick in the form of stimulated Latin Magnetism Magick and the Money Saturation Ritual.

Try them, you'll be very glad you did.

TO PUNISH AN ENEMY

One of the most popular, and well-known, forms of punishing one's enemies is to make an effigy, usually of wax, and then inflicting punishment upon it — in the majority of cases, this involves the sticking of pins into the waxen image. This form of black magick can be traced as far back as Ancient Thessaly, where, with intense and calculated hatred of the victim, the occult practitioners used needles in lieu of pins to maltreat the effigy.

As has already been mentioned, the image is usually composed of wax, but it can just as easily be made of clay, plasticene, or even common soap. Even each of the features of the waxen image need not resemble the intended 'victim' too closely, just so long as you can clearly visualize the face of your enemy during the creation and destruction of said image. Also, should it be possible to obtain saliva, urine, nail or hair clippings belonging to the person concerned then these also should be worked into the creation of the image and, in so doing, greatly increase its potency of effect.

Once formed, the image has to be consecrated and named for the victim in an amazingly simple, yet ultimately powerful, ritual.

Proceed as follows:

Before midnight, preferably on a Tuesday during the dark of the moon, arrange on a small table two black candles, nine new pins, a container of ordinary salt, and a dish of fresh water.
Holding the image in your left hand, sprinkle some of the salt into the dish, and mix the water and salt together with the forefinger of your left hand. Take some of the salt water and annoint the image all over, while reciting the following incantation:

"Arator, Lapidator, Omtator, Somiator, Subaeor, Iquator, Signator, Sudator, Combustor, Pugnator, Ductor, Seductor, Comostor, Onerator, Vos Omnes it ministriodey et distructiones et seratore discorde et qui libetar opera facitis et tractibus et quod eat noce vos conurase idec vos conniro et deprecur, quod ad minister et consecrots ista imaginem et odid fiat mier alve (victim's name)."

After reciting this ancient Latin curse, place the consecrated image down on the table before you and concentrate with intense hatred upon it. Slowly imagine the image to be glowing with a bright red iridescent light. This light is symbolic of imbuing the image with the 'magickal energy' associated with an intense hatred.

The nine new pins are now inserted, one at a time, into the image as you visualize, with intense mental clarity, whatever dire fate you wish to befall the recipient of the curse. It is important however, that none of the nine pins touch, lest the entire act of punishment rebound on you!

Keep the pin infested effigy, regardless of the eventual outcome of the rite, wrapped in black satin and hidden away in some dark corner of your home — where it can remain undisturbed and protected from the prying eyes of the idle curious.

Exactly one month and one day after performing the ritualistic punishment of the effigy, retrieve said effigy and dispose of it by burning in a raging fire.

A variation of the foregoing ritual is to simply visualize the desired fate, with vivid clarity and, with intense and calculated hatred, recite the curse as described above.
INVOCATION TO ATTRACT LOVE

The search for love is as old as man and as eternal as every sunrise. Magick and its many practitioners have long been involved with this search for perfect happiness. During the magickal Middle Ages, the local magician or witch of each town and village were often called upon by every strata of society for help and advice in securing that most elusive of emotions — love. In the often painfully unsuccessful search for reciprocated affection, one is prepared to try anything, no matter how bizarre it might seem, which promises success in capturing the love, affection and desire of another.

If you do truly desire to attract a member of the opposite sex, to win that person’s love and affection, then all you have to do is perform the following ceremony for love, and your desire, so claims the ancient Grimoriun Verum, will be fulfilled.

On a Friday during a full moon, at the third hour after the sun has set, light a rose-coloured candle and recite the following invocation:

“Conjuro et confirm super vos Angeli fortes, sancti atquae potentes, in nomine On, Hey, Heya, Fa, Fe, Adnoy, Saday, et in nomine Saday, qui creavit quadrupedia, et anamalia reptilia, et homines in sexto die, et Adae dedit potestaten super omnis animalia unde benedictum sit nomen creatoris in loco suo. Per nomina Angelorum servienium in tertio exercitu, coram Dagiel Angelo Magno, principe fortu atquae potenti; et per potenti nomen Stella quae est Venus; et per Sigillum ejus, quod quidem est sanctum; et per nomina praedicta conjuro super te Anael, qui est praepositus diei sexta, ut pro me labores.”

The above invocation is usually recited over a talisman bearing the astrological symbol of Venus (Figure 1–1); however, a much more simplified version of this very famous
spell is to recite the invocation exactly three times just before the moon rises.

Figure 1 — 1

Astrological Symbol of Venus
CHANT TO REPEL EVIL SPIRITS

Like it or not, whenever one deals in magickal practices, and sometimes even when one does not, there exists the very real danger of becoming the target and victim of the vile forces most commonly known as demons and evil spirits. These evil creatures may be drawn to you either by chance or deliberate intent. Allow me to explain that statement.

Whenever any magickal operation is performed — be it for good or evil — that act causes a ‘doorway’ to be opened between the worlds, a doorway through which can pass forces and spirits of both good and bad intent. When an evil spirit of the Astral Void uses the magickal operation as a means of gaining access to our world, the first ‘victim’ is usually the magician performing said operation. In this way, the magician is the victim of chance, he was just plain unlucky.

However, the most dangerous form of encounter with an evil spirit is when it has been conjured by a black magician and sent to torment you, for it is filled with both its own malignant powers, and the supernatural power of the magician.

So, to ensure that you are perfectly safe and totally protected from harm of every kind, the following Ritual of Protection should be performed every day at sunrise.

Stand facing East with your two feet together. Loosen any tight clothing. Close your eyes and visualize yourself as being surrounded by a bright halo of pulsating white light.

Then in a firm voice recite the following chant:

"Ego (your name); consecro et benedico istum Circulum per Nomina Dei Attissimi in ec Scripta, ut sit mihi et omnibus Scutum at Protectio Dei Fortissimi, Elohim Invincibilie contra omnes malignos Spiritus gerumque Poestates. In Nomine Dei Patris Dei Filii Dei Spiritus Sancti. Amen."

You are now protected from all harm and injury, and may proceed with your magickal work safe in the knowledge that no evil can befall you.
INCANTATION TO EXPERIENCE EROTIC DREAMS

A couple of pages back we dealt with the attracting of love and affection, through magical means, into one’s life. While you are waiting for this perfect love slave to appear in your arms, why not spend the time enjoying an enjoyable series of ‘dreams’ in which you can experience the pleasure and the satisfaction of physical love without the worry of unwanted pregnancies — and so forth. Emotional love can wait until your soul mate arrives on the scene.

The following incantation will allow you to experience erotic ‘dreams’ in which nothing is forbidden. The incantation is recited at midnight, during a dark of the moon, on a Tuesday.

“Besticitum consolatio veni ad me vertat Creon, Creon, Creon, cantor laudem omnipotentis et non commentur. Stat superior carta bient laudem omniviestra principiem da montem et inimicos meos o prostantis vobis et mihi dantes que passium fieri sincisibus.”

The desired results should be attained from three to seven days following the reciting of the chant.

I can vouch for the power of this particular chant, for I have used it quite a lot and have never known it to fail.

The ancient ceremony from which the chant has been taken was quite long in its execution, but my research has found that only the chant is required.

THE KING SOLOMON POWER SPELL

With the possible exception of Merlin, King Solomon is undoubtedly the most famous magician of all time. His wealth and powers are legendary and have been the cause of many a hopeful individual becoming involved with the Magic Arts in the hope of duplicating his amazing feats. Perhaps
the most famous of those incredible acts of mystic wonder involved no less than seventy-two different so-called evil spirits which were, according to occult lore, imprisoned within the limited confines of a certain brass vessel by Solomon, and cast into a lake where they remained until the day of their release by treasure hunting Babylonians. Yes indeed, King Solomon was not your average magician.

Much of the occult is rooted in the mystical symbolism of esoteric theories and concepts, and the Solomonic Magick dealt with here is no different. That most famous of all occult symbols — The Great Pentacle of Solomon — could be the key to unlocking the secrets of Solomon's magickal power. Normally drawn upon the earth or woven into the magician's garments, the Pentacle has been, since the earliest time, used merely as a barrier against negative supernatural forces, but what if that very same symbol was employed in a ritual designed to release the vast powers of the higher psychic mind centres? Would an individual suddenly find their secret dreams becoming reality? Would unusual wishes be suddenly granted? Would fantastic riches suddenly appear as if out of thin air?

The answer to those questions could be an incredible Yes! Research in the United States of America has shown that the incorporating of this mighty and powerful occult symbol in mind rituals has brought secret knowledge, unexpected inheritances and expensive jewels. You, too, could experience the exact same things.

Proceed as follows:

Lay down in a darkened room and close your eyes. Loosen any tight clothing. Take a few deep breaths to relax your body, as it must be free from all tensions. As you begin the ritual, have a clear idea of your desire firmly in your mind. In this way, you will be attuning the ancient powers accredited to the Pentacle to the manifestation of that desire.
Pursue only one desire at a time. In fact; you could bring much better and longer lasting results if you repeat this ritual every day at the same time, prior to the onset of sleep, until the desire has been fulfilled. You can then begin to satisfy your next desire. 

Visualize the Great Pentacle of Solomon (Figure 1–2) drawn in red upon an inky black background. With this image clearly in mind, recite the following chant:
"Lofham Mahfelon Athonota sapientissime, artises qui shovo servi tuo dedestint justus febricar qu adusan taberculi in servi et a sanctificerit alus rebus hic presentibus pater virtutem et efficacion ad mehe operanti seheter, en servant et, sicti frecur. LOFHAM! MAHFELON!"

Your desire should even now be beginning the gradual process of materializing into the physical world for you to see, feel, touch and possess.

**THE MOST AUSPICIOUS DAYS ON WHICH TO PRACTICE MAGICK**

It is a commonly held belief in occult circles that there are four special days and nights on which to practice the ancient rites and ceremonies of both magick and witchcraft. These "special days" are the four major witch sabbaths of the year and are as follows:

- **Candlemas** — February 2nd.
- **Walpurgis Night** — April 30th.
- **Lammas** — August 1st.
- **All-Hallows Eve** — October 31st.

These days are auspicious for both single and group workings for the air on these days is filled with vast whirlpools of magical power, power that witch and magician alike can tap and use as they so please.
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And apart from the practical techniques shown for getting the most out of spells, prayers, etc., this book contains dozens of authenticated, true stories of how this wonderful secret has performed "miracles" for ordinary, everyday people. You will read of a man who literally prayed his way into a small fortune...a penniless widow gets the money for the fare to visit her family in Australia...an inexperienced man gets an advertised job in spite of 300 other applicants for same!...a poor, single mother finds her life transformed for the better...a shy man wins the hand of a beautiful sough-after girl who had previously ignored him...a woman gets a slow divorce case quickly settled. £5.95

HOW TO WIN - OR WIN BACK - THE PERSON OF YOUR DREAMS!

At last - for the first time - there is a book devoted exclusively to the subject of winning, or winning back, love. This book "How to Win - Or Win Back - The Person of Your Dreams" is the result of 15 years of experience and research by two proficient marriage counsellors who are also master occultists. George and Beryl Marsh know the secrets of successfully catching the person of one's dreams. These secrets have been partially covered in other books, but this book gives the story in full and its sole purpose is to get love into the reader's life, in very real and definite terms!

If you are sick of being alone and neglected then this is the book for you. And if you have been jilted, or think that your loved one may leave you for another, then you simply cannot afford to be without this book. This book is a "love saver". It holds all the keys to securing love in your life and making sure you never lose it! In this exciting book you will learn:

- HOW TO MENTALLY SEDUCE THE PERSON OF YOUR DREAMS!
- MASTERFUL, BUT EXTREMELY SIMPLE, OCCULT TECHNIQUES THAT COMPEL THE PERSON OF YOUR DREAMS TO COME TO YOU!
- SECRETS OF SENSUALITY!
- HOW TO DEVELOP IRRESISTIBLE POWERS OF CHARM AND MAGNETISM!
- POTENT TECHNIQUES THAT PREVENT ANYONE FROM STEALING YOUR LOVED ONE AWAY FROM YOU!
- HOW TO IRRESISTIBLY COMPEL A STRAYING PARTNER TO RETURN!
- HOW TO ENSURE THAT HE OR SHE NEVER STRAYS AGAIN!
- DEVASTATING "MIND SEX" TECHNIQUES!
- HOW TO INSPIRE TOTAL DEVOTION AND LOYALTY IN YOUR LOVED ONE!

and more in this remarkable "get love and keep it" book. Buy this book and practice its simple techniques, say the authors, and you will never want for love or admiration again! Price £4.95.

A WITCH'S BOOK of Spells, Rituals & Sex Magick

How would you like to have the power to influence anyone to do your bidding...become rich and wealthy...know future events before they happen? This is the power of WITCHCRAFT - that awesome force which has thrilled and fascinated people for centuries! Now, thanks to the revelations of Witch High Priestess Diana Dagon you can begin enjoying ALL THE WONDERFUL BENEFITS that this power can confer.

You don't have to be psychic to practise Witchcraft, and you don't have to belong to a coven! And what is more - with this book you DON'T NEED ALL THE OILS, INCENCES AND CURIOS normally required for Witchcraft! This is Witchcraft at its simplest - with none of its power diluted! You can get much more out of life by using Witchcraft. Its spells and rituals can bring you:

- an adoring lover
- money seemingly "out of the blue"
- protection of person and property
- happiness and fulfilment

...and more! Whatever your problem - Witchcraft can solve it! Whatever your desire - Witchcraft can bring it! To make it work all you need is a few minutes privacy in your home. Some of the rituals are sex-orientated and can be performed with another person. These, however, are only optional. The rituals will work just as well without sex!

Witchcraft is more potent than positive thinking. It can gain for you what ordinary "mind power" can not. It can enable you to:

★ INFLUENCE A DISLOYAL LOVER TO COME BACK TO YOU!
★ BRING LUCK IN BINGO AND GAMES OF CHANCE
★ INCREASE LOVE BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE
★ AROUSE SEXUAL DESIRE IN ANOTHER PERSON
★ FIND TRUE, LASTING LOVE
★ STOP ROMANTIC INTEREST OF SOMEONE YOU DON'T LIKE!

Also there are rituals for defending yourself against curses and Satanical Influences.

If you are looking for a book of uncomplicated, powerful spells and rituals then this is it. Price £4.95.
FIRE MAGICK:
A Manual of White & Black Candle Rituals

This can only be described as a “serious” book because its rituals cannot be treated with levity. It contains very strong candle and wax-image rituals — “fire magick” — which exert a compelling effect on the situation or person(s) you seek to influence. Use its rituals to influence another person and that person will feel compelled to act in a manner which he or she cannot control. Use it to change a set of circumstances you dislike and the change will be “compelled” to happen.

We must be frank — this is an instruction book of very potent White and Black Magick Rituals, designed to GET REAL RESULTS. Whilst its instructions are simple and clear enough for the rawest beginner to understand, it is not to be treated as a “joke” by persons with nothing better to do. Perform the appropriate ritual for the situation or person you want AND WHAT YOU DESIRE WILL HAPPEN. So you must be sure that your intention is sincere!

It should be made clear that this is not a manual of “devil worship” — many of its rituals are in Jesus’s name — and no harm can befall the reader that performs them. But they mustn’t be used for “fun” because of their “COMPELLING EFFECT” on the object/person of your desires; in other words once a ritual is performed to attract a certain person HE OR SHE WILL FEEL COMPelled TO BE YOURS . . . AND YOU ARE GOING TO BE “STUCK” WITH HIM OR HER. You can’t change your mind later saying “I didn’t really want this person” because it will be too late. Neither should you use a ritual for gaining a lot of money if you cannot handle such a gain (many people can’t) for once the magickal forces are set in motion it is too late for second thoughts.

For the person serious in his intent, and who seeks genuine magickal instruction to help him accomplish his goals, then this is a book to be procured without hesitation. Its author is Marcus T. Bottomley who knows more about authentic magickal practice than dozens of other so-called occult “authorities”, and it provides practical tuition for making the rituals work FAST AND EFFICIENTLY.

A partial outline of what you can expect to find in this manual:

• A GREY RITUAL FOR INFLAMING PASSION AND DESIRE IN ANOTHER PERSON
• A WHITE RITUAL FOR INFLUENCING A BANK MANAGER, OR SIMILAR FINANCIAL PERSONAGE
• The true story of an impoverished Irish immigrant who, after performing a fire ritual, received money out of the blue, starts a business that booms, wins at horse racing, and becomes very wealthy
• A GREY RITUAL FOR MAKING SOMEONE OF THE OPPOSITE SEX LOVE YOU AND NEVER LEAVE YOU

• The case history of how a young man, desperately in love with a ravishing beauty who was not even aware of his existence, makes her fall hopelessly in love with him
• A BLACK MAGICK RITUAL FOR PUNISHING A TROUBLING PERSON
• A WHITE RITUAL FOR RESTORING HARMONY TO A STRAINED RELATIONSHIP
• The true story of a woman who, overnight, changes the violent unpredictable behaviour of her husband
• How an unattractive woman compelled a man — 17 years her junior — to marry her
• The case of a woman with a playboy lover who suddenly loses his interest in all others and marries her
• A BLACK MAGICK RITUAL FOR BREAKING AN EVIL SPELL
• A businessman, dogged by accidents and bad luck, concludes that he must be the victim of a “curse”. In no time at all a ritual turns the table on his curser and his fortunes improve
• The case history of a man’s eloping wife who, only days after he uses a ritual, comes begging for his forgiveness
• A MIGHTY RITUAL FOR PROTECTING PRIZED POSSESSIONS
• The true story of how a bank employee, severely prejudiced against by his superiors, landed them all in serious trouble after using a black magick ritual
• How a ritual gave a man an amazing idea that made him rich overnight!
• A POWERFUL WHITE RITUAL FOR BRINGING MORE TRAD TO SHOPKEEPERS, STALL HOLDERS, AND OTHER BUSINESSES DEPENDENT ON PASSING TRADE
• A GREY RITUAL FOR INFLUENCING PERSONS IN AUTHORITY
• A white ritual which made a completely unexpected lot of money for a woman who made her own marmalades!

The results to be obtained are sure, certain, and usually very quick. It is only a matter of being definite in your requirements and following the book’s simple instructions. We said that the rituals are safe, but should caution that THE BLACK MAGICK RITUALS MUST ONLY BE USED TO REDRESS GENUINE, AND NOT IMAGINED, GRIEVANCES. To use a ritual against someone just because you dislike them will land you in much trouble, but to punish someone who is deliberately making your life a misery through no fault of your own will have no bad consequences for you.

Only mature persons of sincere intent should purchase this book. Available for £5.95.
YOU CAN CONTROL ILLNESS AND CURE SICKNESS IN YOURSELF AND OTHER PEOPLE revealed in the book “THE MIRACLE POWER OF PSYCHIC HEALING” by Donald Brookes

Believe it or not you CAN conquer illness and disease simply by tuning into the psychic power of your mind. You can control any form of sickness or organic disorder ... AND YOU CAN DO IT FOR OTHERS AS WELL AS FOR YOURSELF. Before writing further we must stress that THIS BOOK IS FOR ORDINARY MEN AND WOMEN AND NOT FOR EXPERIENCED "SPIRITUAL" AND "PSYCHIC HEALERS". This is the only book we have seen that makes the mysterious power of PSYCHIC HEALING completely practical and easy for ANYONE to use. Within minutes of reading this book you can have access to psychic healing EVEN IF YOU ARE "NOT PSYCHIC" AND HAVE NEVER TRIED HEALING BEFORE!

This practical "how to" book strips away the mystery of psychic healing and shows how in a matter of minutes you can PSYCHICALLY TREAT YOURSELF OR ANOTHER PERSON. No special skills are required. Sounds too simple? It is unfortunate that some people who should know better have chosen to mystify the subject when in fact using the miracle power of psychic healing is as simple as SWITCHING ON A LIGHT!

Thanks to this helpful book many people are today curing not only themselves but others also. Only a few simple basic mental exercises are required to release the healing power of your own mind. This power, once in motion, can perform remarkable works of healing for almost every known type of ailment or disease. For example this power can treat:
- HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, ANGINA, HIGH PULSE RATE
- CATARACT, FLU, BRONCHITIS, SINUS, ASTHMA
- CHOLESTEROL, LIVER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
- TENSION, NERVES, STRESS, MIGRAINE ATTACKS
- ARTHRITIS, GALL-STONES, RHEUMATISM, GOUT
- DIABETES, BURSITIS, GASTRITIS, LUNG PROBLEMS
- HEARING PROBLEMS, VARICOSE VEINS, HAEMORRHOIDS

... and scores of other afflications, WHICH CAN BE RELIEVED OR CURED, by the simple use of this power. It can also be used to treat poor health in animals. Total cures of serious conditions are possible, but of course cannot be guaranteed by the author. What is certain, he says, is that this power gives RELIEF AND HELP. Thousands of people, as reported in "Fate", "Psychic News" and other journals, are being helped every day by the power of psychic healing. The ability to cure difficult cases rests with the individual. The book shows how to release this power which hitherto has been locked in your psyche, waiting only for you to release it. This book shows how you can do it and how you may obtain very convincing results from a small effort. AND PLEASE REMEMBER THAT YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE "NATURALLY PSYCHIC" TO MAKE THIS POWER WORK FOR YOU. For your copy of "The Miracle Power of Psychic Healing" send £4.95.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF MIND POWER
by A. Rodney

At last - a totally new and up-to-date book that deals with the entire subject of mind power! And more than being absolutely up-dated it is without a shadow of doubt the most complete book on the subject we have ever seen or distributed! Devoid of gimmickry, mystic jargon, ambiguous terminology, this masterful work explains in totally lucid and understandable manner the entire "why and how" of mind power. If you are new to this subject then this is the one book that you should have, for in it you will learn and discover all that you will ever need to know about mind power and its application in daily life. If you are an "old hand" at the subject this work should, too, be in your possession for it explains many facets of mind power in a new and revealing light, with new techniques not published elsewhere. The Complete Book of Mind Power is the definitive work on the subject, and some of the points it covers are:
- THE PRECISE NATURE OF MIND POWER AND ITS ENERGIES
- THE POWER OF A RELAXED MIND. An entire course in relaxation is given.
- HOW TO CONTROL YOUR MIND AND THOUGHTS.
- HOW TO DEVELOP AND SUCCESSFULLY APPLY THE POWERS OF VISUALISATION. Many books say "visualise to get what you want", but do not explain exactly how it is done. For those who find visualisation difficult this part of the book is worth its weight in gold.
- HOW TO BUILD PERFECT CONCENTRATION
- HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY PROJECT YOUR THOUGHTS TO OTHERS.
- HOW TO CULTIVATE IMMENSE WILL POWER AND BECOME A CENTRE OF POISE, STRENGTH, SELF-CONTROL AND CONFIDENCE
- HOW TO HARNESST THE POWER OF PRANIC ENERGY
- HOW TO USE MIND POWER FOR SUCCESS IN PUBLIC SPEAKING.
- HOW TO DEVELOP AND PROJECT POWERFUL PERSONAL MAGNETISM AND MAKE YOURSELF IRRESISTIBLE TO OTHERS.
- HOW TO STRENGTHEN YOUR AURA SO AS TO MAKE YOURSELF POWERFUL AND UNASSAILABLE FROM THE PRESSURES OF PEOPLE AND CIRCUMSTANCES.
- DEVELOP EXTRASSENSORY POWERS. Know the secret of mentally moving objects, diving the future, dowsing, crystal gazing, etc.
- HOW TO USE THE POWER OF MIND TO HEAL YOURSELF AND OTHER PEOPLE. Removes the "mystery of healing" and gives the simple "how to" of the subject. It doesn't matter if you have never tried healing before.
- PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF MIND POWER IN EVERYDAY LIFE. Avoiding gimmickry the author shows exactly how mind power can be employed to get any job passed exams, acquire ideal home or car, even get parking space instantly when you drive to town!

Buy this book and you will have in your possession the most detailed, practical, and up to date guide to mind power on the market. It so thoroughly covers such a wealth of material that it is, in effect, "several books in one". It is in soft covers although we are assured that the superior binding and manufacturer will give it many years of wear. Because of the immense expense in our obtaining this work, and because of the limited number of copies in print, the price of this masterful book is £9.95. Once you have read it we are convinced that you will feel that it is in fact worth very much more!
Invoke beneficial powers to solve your problems!
So simple, even a child can follow!
For use by persons of all religions!
Completely safe — and yet so potent!

300 EASY-TO-USE WHITE MAGIC SPELLS!

White — as opposed to black — magic is the positive use of mystic powers for the enrichment of your life and other people's!

Here is White Magic made absolutely simple — without any loss of its power!

And so potent is White Magic that it enabled one woman, homeless and penniless, to obtain the home she wanted! It also brought her a £10,000 win at the races!

Another woman reported '100% effective results', to use her words, when she used White Magic to heal her animals and promote her career — all within 24 hours! (Photo-copies of these actual testimonials available on request).

WHITE MAGIC CAN SOLVE YOUR FINANCIAL PROBLEMS QUICKLY ... CURE A HEALTH PROBLEM ... BRING LOVE INTO YOUR LIFE ... INFLUENCE PEOPLE ... and much more!

Packed with simple, only minutes-to-perform White Magic Spells, you will find in this remarkable book:

- Back A Person Who Had Gone Out Of Your Life
- Make Yourself Better Looking
- Stop Hair Falling Out
- Influence a Magistrate or Judge
- Improve Your Writing Skills
- Create Money Magnet to Attract All The Cash You Need
- How To Buy Something You Presently Cannot Afford
- Make Hair Grow
- Find A Lost Pet
- Make Another More Kind To You
- Get out of Debt
- To Change Another Person's Behaviour
- To Find A Job
- Improve Your Chances of Winning Competitions, Lotteries, etc
- Be Safe and Protected on Journeys
- Make Someone Desire You
- To Have An Affair With Someone
- To Stop Conflict With A Particular Person
- To Make An Ex-Lover Want You Again
- How To Find Out If Someone Is Deceiving You
- Receive Money Owed to You
- Concentration and Memory
- Get Rid of Facial Spots

RESULTS WITHIN 72 HOURS!

Never-before-in-print 72-Hour Success Spell. Used by author Elizabeth Swift time and time again to achieve a result within 72 hours! Takes minutes to cast, and the effects are astonishing! Use this spell for a pressing problem for a fast solution!

Are you in dire need of some extra cash? Do you need to quickly save a love affair that's going badly wrong? Whatever your need try the 72-Hour Success spell for quick help!

- To Make An Intimate Womb Fertile
- Win In Sports and Games
- Get Someone to Marry You
- Possess Your Vision. See Beyond Material Structures
- Increase Your luck
- Find True and Lasting Love
- Make Yourself Beautiful
- Overcome Feelings of Guilt
- Overcome Frigidity
- Bring Two People Together
- Get Out of Bankruptcy
- Change Your Fate

... plus many many more White Magic spells for every possible need and purpose!

WHITE MAGIC WORKS, REPORTS READERS!

A woman grows hair! J.B. aged 29, was worried by his loss of hair. He tried all the usual lotions and formulas but to no avail. After two months of using Elizabeth Swift's White Magic spell his hair not only stopped falling out, but seemed to be actually growing again!

YOU MAY ALREADY HAVE THIS BOOK

"WHITE MAGIC FOR EVERYONE!" was originally published three years ago by Twilight Enterprises as 'A DICTIONARY OF SPELLS' by Elizabeth Swift. Finbarr have now acquired the rights and have reprinted it in larger print than the original. But the new Finbarr edition has more:

NEW: THE MYSTIC CROSS OF PROTECTION. For protection 24-hours a day. NEW: COSMIC AFFIRMATIONS that open your psychic centres for a surge of well-being and happiness. NEW: The amazing 72-Hour Success Spell — for getting what you want within that time span!

Send £10 (USA $20) to: FINBARR (MM), 16 Turketel Road, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2PA, England.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Entirely free when you buy 'WHITE MAGIC FOR EVERYONE'. The 24 Sacred Talismans of Futhark includes talismans for:

- PSYCHIC PROTECTION
- SAFETY WHEN TRAVELLING
- BRING VIRILITY
- TO AID ASTRAL PROJECTION
- PROTECTION FOR YOUR HOME
- TO RECEIVE MONEY
- TO HELP ARTISTIC AND CREATIVE PURSUITS
- TO BRING SPEEDY CONCEPTION
- PROTECTION FROM TRAVELLING
- TO INDUCE MEDIUMISTIC ABILITIES
- TO BANISH ANY ADDICTION
- TO OVERCOME CLAUSTROPHOBIA.

Price £3.95 but yours absolutely free when you buy 'WHITE MAGIC FOR EVERYONE'.

Woman beautifies herself. K.B., 41, was doubtful about how White Magic could help her, but she was glad she tried Elizabeth's spell! 'Maybe it's all in my mind, but I am convinced I look much better since using White Magic', she reports.

Sick dog recovers! K.F., 70, was distraught by the condition of her 12-year old Labrador. Feeding her had nothing to lose she tried the Animals In spell and was overjoyed at her pet's sudden recovery!

She gets pregnant! J.G., 31, had tried everything. She couldn't see how White Magic would help, but she was glad she tried! A year later she gave birth to a beautiful baby boy, and is already expecting a second child!

Goes home she wanted! There was no way F.G., 43, could afford the house of her dreams. Then she started using White Magic. She now owns the very house she so much desired!

Tense relationship relieved! W.S., 27, dreaded going to work every day. There was tremendous friction between her and the other person she worked with. She used the appropriate White Magic spell. They are now both good friends!

Daughter brings peace! D.C., 18, was anxious about her parents — it seemed separation was inevitable. White Magic changed this. 'I've never seen them happier!', she says.

To order WHITE MAGIC FOR EVERYONE please send £10. With this book you will also receive The 24 Sacred Talismans of Futhark absolutely free.
MUSCLE BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS by O. Heidemstam. Everything you need to know for building a strong, muscular body. £4.95 ($6.95)

HOW TO LOOK INCREDIBLY YOUNG/HOW TO BECOME TALLER by J. Cullinan. Gives potent techniques for looking many years younger; also unique exercise for aiding height increase. £3.95 ($9.95)

THE NO-EFFORT WAY TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT by M. Brooks, J. Cullinan & R. Peartree. Actually 3 publications in 1, issued as a replacement for J. Cullinan’s ‘How to Change Yourself and Your Life – Without Will Power or Effort!’. Said to be the most potent self-improvement system in existence. £10.00 ($19.95)

MIND OVER BODY: How to Build Massive Muscle & Herculean Strength by Finbarr Research. J. Cullinan’s tape system for bodybuilders & Sportsmen. £2.50 ($6.95)

THE MONEY SECRET by D. Peake. Title is actually misleading as this book provides no less than 33 different ‘mind secrets’ for making money. £4.95 ($12.95)

HOW TO FIND YOUR TRUE SOUL-MATE by J. Cullinan. How to find the most perfect person for you. £3 ($7.50)

THE TRUTH ABOUT SURVIVAL & SPIRITUALISM by E. Bruce-Barker. Author, a spiritualist of 50 years, rocked the spiritualist establishment with this book. For those who believe in the Afterlife, but are dissatisfied with the explanations of mediums this book is essential reading. £5 ($12.95)

PROVEN PSYCHO-MIND TECHNIQUES by M. Bottomley. Lose or gain weight; regain sexual virility; improve sports performance; get rid of migraine – your mind can do this, and much more for you, according to author. £6.95 ($14.95)

THE RICK NELSON STORY by J. Stafford. 266 pages, inc. 40 pages of photos, on the teenage star who in 1958-63 was second only to Elvis in popularity. £10.95 ($20)

MY FORMULA FOR SUCCESS WITH THE OCCULT by J. Chaney. One man’s personal story of how love, riches, health are possible through working with safe occult formula. This is a personal report (not a book). £3 ($5)

THE SLIMMING SECRET THAT SAVED MY MARRIAGE by P. Ford. Another personal report (not a book). Not a diet; she claims it really works. £2 ($5)

GUIDED PATHWORKING: MAKING CONTACT WITH YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES by Dantallion. Let your life be transformed when you make contact with loving helpers from invisible dimensions! £5 ($12.95)

POWERFUL MAGIC WORDS – 140 AMAZING MANTRAS AND CHANTS THAT CAN FULFIL YOUR FONDEST DREAMS! by J. Pike. Whatever your need there is a magic word to cover it! Spectacular results reported! £5 ($12.95)

MIRACLE OCCULT POWER – YOUR WAY TO LIFELONG HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY by J. Pike. Reveals how Christian occultism can flood your life with riches, love, luck and perfect health! £5 ($12.95)

PROVEN MAGICKAL RITES by M. Bottomley. Includes: Keeping a troublesome person away from your home . . . Bringing more customers into your shop . . . Keeping one’s lover loyal. £3 ($7.70)


AN A TO Z GUIDE TO PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE OCCULT by P. Barge. How to use auto-suggestion, visualization, witchcraft and various other methods for acquiring money, health, love, etc. £3 ($7.70)

THE MASTER GRIMOIRE OF MAGICKAL RITES & CEREMONIES by N. Elkana. It’s been called ‘the most powerful magickal text book in existence’ and after many years remains still Finbarr’s most requested title. The theory and practice of gaining power through magickal means. Love, health, riches, respect – you can have it all, says author! £19.95 ($39.95)

HOW TO BUILD MASSIVE MUSCLES IN 3 MONTHS by D. Gentle. Weight lifting course that promises amazing gains in chest, arms, shoulders and legs in so short a time. £6.95 ($14.95)

Prices shown in U.S. dollars include air mail delivery to U.S.A. Send order to:
FINBARR INTERNATIONAL (BC2)
16 Turkestel Road, Folkestone CT20 2QQ, England.

221-6.9.95-1885